
Abstract — Digital rehabilitation plays a crucial role in the
treatment of chronic diseases, as it enables the assessment of
disease grades and the recommendation of treatment
measures. In this paper, we propose a generative pre-trained
transformer towards rehabilitation (RehabGPT) via a model-
as-a-service (MaaS) solution to facilitate foundation model
building for digital rehabilitation on Alibaba's ModelScope
platform. It offers scalable computational resources needed
for pre-trained large models. It also provides tools for multi-
modal feature extraction, 3D human mesh reconstruction
and analysis of video sequences. RehabGPT automates
various aspects of the model development workflow, such as
hyperparameter tuning and architecture selection, making it
easier to achieve the desired results in rehabilitation tasks.
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I. Introduction

ModelScope is an artificial intelligence model
development platform launched by Alibaba DAMO
Academy for foundation models development and
deployment. It provides a variety of foundation models,
based on which domain-specific models can be generated.
ModelScope includes foundation models such as
ActionCLIP[1] and SAM[2], which are capable of
generating images from text.

II. Methodology

During the process of 3D human mesh reconstruction from
video sequences, we propose SAM-Track to emphasize the
fusion of features among frames. This approach not only
leverages SAM's inherent powerful semantic feature
extraction capabilities but also complements the
information from video sequences. To improve the global
interactions between joints and vertices, we employ
transformer encoder-decoder architecture to directly
reconstruct 3D human mesh from video sequences, then
analyze the reconstructed sequences and provide digital

rehabilitation suggestions according to the patient's
performance. During the modeling process for
rehabilitation video analysis, to further amplify the model's
performance and accuracy, we propose a foundation model
with contrastive learning, which was modeled as a text-to-
video matching task, enhancing video representation
through more linguistic semantic supervision. This method
emphasizes utilizing semantic relations and similarity
measures among multi-modal data, ensuring scientifically
accurate guidance for patients undergoing digital
rehabilitation across various disease grades.

III. Conclusion

In summary, this study presents a approach to leverage the
capabilities from ModelScope's text-to-image model
generation. Based on the reconstructed 3D human mesh
sequences, the approach seeks to offer scientific
suggestions for digital rehabilitation. To ensure the
precision and reliability of performance, future research
will focus on the development and integration of
foundation models tailored for specific domains.
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